
Artificial Intelligence for safer, more 
reliable, and more efficient equipment.
Software enabling you to optimize your equipment data, 
decisions, and operations.
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This cover illustration is a t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) of distribution
transformers. This visualization projects sixty transformer features (including rating, manufacturer, year
of installation, etc.) into a two-dimensional space. Each dot corresponds to one of 28,284 distribution
transformers included in the plot. The t-SNE algorithm attempts to cluster similar transformers, while
keeping dissimilar transformers separated. Transformers that were removed from service are indicated
by colored dots, with color corresponding to reason for removal.

This embedding shows that some similar transformers are more commonly removed from service. These
similarities can be used to predict future transformer failures.
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CORE CAPABILITIES

1. Predictive Maintenance & Maintenance Support
Estimate time to equipment failure and failure liability to prioritize 
assets for inspection and maintenance.

2. Inventory Management & Procurement 
Optimize procurement decisions and inventory levels to avoid carrying 
excess inventory, while minimizing short parts/stock-outs.

3. Controls Optimization
Specify a controls objective and machine learning models suggest 
optimal controls decision to optimize system output and manage costs.

4. Performance Modeling & Benchmarking
Measure system performance, compare similar assets, systems, or 
plants, and predict performance degradation.

5. Anomaly Detection
Identify unexpected system operation without explicitly programming 
alarms: models provide a unified summary of system state across all 
available measurements.

Artificial Intelligence for safer, more reliable, and 
more efficient equipment.

Executive Summary
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We aggregate equipment data from existing sources and apply cutting-edge 
machine learning to detect anomalous conditions, forecast maintenance 
recommendations, evaluate asset health, and optimize operations.

Built on our team’s work at MIT’s AI Laboratory, we provide best in class machine 
learning models, data management, and user applications. We empower your data 
scientists, engineers, and executives to create more business value from your 
existing data.



Products
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Manifest

Unified equipment data management with complete historian 
functionality, data quality tooling, and intuitive user applications.

Pulse

Automatic, machine learning-based detection and diagnosis of 
anomalous equipment conditions and operations.

Foresight

Interpretable predictions of future equipment behavior, 
including downtime events and maintenance requirements.

Beacon

Enhanced sustainability and operational excellence through 
controls optimization: reduce costs and increase performance.



Manifest
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Unified Equipment Data Management

Manifest provides a federated repository of all your equipment data. 
It can accommodate time series data, static attributes, event 
records, and unstructured data (including documents and photos).

As a hosted solution, regular updates are available to all authorized 
users via a fast release cycle. Additionally, there are multiple support 
channels available, including in-application support, hosted 
documentation, a status page, and release notes. 

Capabilities include:

• Retrieve data by API, including a detailed record of its 
provenance (where it came from and how it was transformed). 
This record can be visualized via the Manifest user application.

• Authorized users can use the application or API to create, read,
update, and delete data schemas, and to define mappings 
between schemas.

• Define data transformation pipelines, modify those pipelines, 
and view a representation of the pipeline in the user application. 
These transformations are applied transparently to create a new 
version of the stored data.

• Configure notifications when data is not received as expected, 
or when unexpected data is received.

• Create asset ontologies to relate components to assets, assets 
to systems, and systems to sites. This includes aggregation “up” 
or “down” the ontology, for example, to see asset failure 
probabilities based on component-level predictions.

• Define relationships between assets, parts, and supersets of 
assets (for example, distribution feeders) via an object ontology.



Manifest (cont.)
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Intuitive Data Visualization & Exploration

Manifest includes a user application for easy access to equipment 
data, machine learning model outputs, and administrative functions. 

User access is managed via external identity providers or a Tagup-
managed user base (any OIDC compliant provider). Manifest 
provides for SAML/SSO (including Active Directory, Google 
Workspace, or LDAP). A Manifest license includes unlimited user 
seats, and users may be invited directly in-application. Additional 
fine-grained permissions are accessible in-application to authorized 
administrators.

Capabilities include:

• View summaries of the received data, including distributions of 
the data and relevant alerts related to data quality. Aggregation 
can be done across time, across assets within a given class, and 
across sites. Users can filter by data source, including manual 
transfer or stream.

• View and summarize large fleets of equipment (including of 
multiple equipment types). Users can filter assets based on 
static or temporal criteria and can view aggregations of the 
filtered data in various ways, including via a map, KPIs, or time 
series.

• Explore asset-specific information, including asset history, 
current measurements, and relevant machine learning model 
outputs. 

• Of note, any data visible in the application can be exported in 
one click as a CSV file. Application configuration preferences are 
persistent, and users can create shared, named views of the 
data. For more thorough data exploration, users can interrogate 
time series data using advanced feature transforms like 
scaleograms or overlays.



Manifest (cont.)
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Powerful, Field-Tested Machine Learning 

Manifest provides significant flexibility to implement machine 
learning models, including those from Foresight, Pulse, and Beacon. 
Manifest enables the following capabilities across model sets:

• Explore the model that created any machine learning model 
output and view any validation metrics and experiments. This 
includes a “model explorer” to describe the data used for model 
training, what hyperparameters were used, and so on.

• Select predictions and explore what features drove that 
prediction: models become interpretable via “feature 
importance” and related capabilities.

• Examine how changes in static features, control policies, or 
exogenous effects will impact model outputs or key 
performance indicators (effectively, simulations).

Secure, Scalable, and Performant

Manifest is delivered currently as a managed cloud solution. Security 
is top-of mind, and Manifest has data integrity, authentication, and 
access management built into its core, including:

• Data integrity and uptime guarantees via regular backups and 
redundant data systems.

• Data confidentiality guarantees via encryption at rest and in 
transit, access control, auditability, and pending SOC-2, CMMC, 
and FedRAMP certification.

Manifest supports many enterprise data systems via standard 
integrations. Please contact us for a current list. Outside of these 
integration, data can be shared with Manifest via API or via ETL 
processes.



Pulse
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Fault Identification & Anomaly Detection

Pulse reviews all available equipment data to identify unusual 
operation and equipment faults without  needing explicit threshold 
alarms. It enables you to rapidly identify equipment needing priority 
attention across an install base.

For example, to provide advance notice of fire, a transformer may 
have an oil temperature alarm set at 60ºC. Context is important: if 
the oil temperature is measured at 50º, no alarm is triggered, but if 
the transformer has a low load and the ambient temperature is -
20ºC, either the measurement is incorrect, or the transformer is on 
fire!

Pulse considers all available sensor measurements to provide a 
complete view of equipment performance. Without having to 
explicitly program complex alarm logic, Pulse identifies any 
measurements that are anomalous and require attention, given all 
available other measurements.

Output is presented in multiple ways, including a simple “anomaly 
score” at an asset or asset group level, coupled with an easy-to-
interpret visual summary of the measurements with the largest 
impact on the anomaly score.

Advantages include:

• Unsupervised and semi-supervised models have minimal data 
requirements and can be deployed quickly without user 
involvement.

• Availability at an asset-level and across a plant or distributed 
install base. At a plant level, Pulse can identify process anomalies 
without full knowledge of system relationships.

• Interpretable results supporting rapid diagnosis via feature 
importance and user-friendly visualizations.



Foresight
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Critical Event Prediction & Risk Modeling

Foresight estimates the probability of an event (equipment 
degradation, failure, and so forth) within a given time horizon. 

At its core, Foresight enables you to understand failure risk across 
each asset in your install base. By capturing this risk as a probability 
across event types, Foresight provides business-relevant output 
including equipment failure liability, estimates of residual value, and 
summaries of downtime and equipment breakdown costs.

Foresight’s event modeling is complete in the sense that it 
incorporates multiple heterogeneous data sources (including 
nameplate data, SCADA/sensor measurements, weather, and 
maintenance records) to identify the most likely probability 
distribution over event times based on unified asset histories.

Because of the probabilistic nature of the model, Foresight 
quantifies prediction uncertainty, enabling you to access event point 
estimates with associated confidence intervals.

Advantages include:

• Providing an event probability distribution, enabling various 
useful derivations (such as expected failure time) with 
associated uncertainty estimates.

• The ability to incorporate diverse feature types, including sparse 
time series data, categorical variables, and static attributes.

• A convex objective function specification, enabling rapid 
convergence to the best possible estimation of an event 
distribution given observed data.



Beacon
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Controls Optimization & Forecasting

Beacon improves equipment control strategies using Bayesian 
inference to combine physical models with observational data. By 
defining controls objectives (for example, minimizing water and 
electricity input for a given level of cooling performance), Beacon 
provides set point recommendations to best achieve these 
objectives.

In effect, Beacon’s capabilities are analogous to advanced driver 
aids like lane keep assist: it is difficult to program explicitly control 
logic for keeping a car in a lane, as it is for optimizing chiller 
performance given external system configuration. Beacon provides 
optimized control logic without requiring explicit programming –
improving over time with additional operating data.

Control policies from Beacon can be provided as “user in the 
middle” recommendations or as closed-loop control via DCS, BMS, 
or PLC interface.

To support control policy optimization, or as a standalone capability, 
Beacon provides robust time series forecasting. For many 
processes and equipment, Beacon forecasts are extremely 
accurate. As one example, given approximately 1,000 hours of 
operating data, Beacon provided water and power consumption 
forecasts for any given half-hour period with an average error less 
than 1%.

Advantages include:

• Direct, quantifiable value proposition with decreasing input 
costs for a given level of performance, or increased system 
performance for a given set of inputs.

• Continual improvement of the control policy or policy 
recommendations as additional operating data is received.

• Flexible deployment modality, including as a hosted solution 
with either a user implementing control recommendations or via 
closed-loop control policies.



Leveraging existing data sources to rapidly deliver 
new operations and maintenance capabilities.

CASE STUDY

OFFSHORE WIND OPERATIONS AND 
MAINTENANCE EVENT PREDICTION

● Critical event predictions (for example, 
unplanned downtime or curtailment) at both a 
turbine and subsystem level.

● Economic modeling to inform operations and 
maintenance decision making. Identify turbines 
with the largest failure liability and prioritize 
inspection and maintenance activities.

● Summary views across a wind farm or multiple 
wind farms, including configurable Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and detailed 
tabular views.

● Easily export consolidated turbine data, 
including machine learning model outputs, via 
Excel, CSV, or programmatically via API.

Key Benefits

Reliable forecasts and robust decision criteria
Predictive and prescriptive maintenance recommendations 
derived from all available operating data.

New machine learning methods
Event modeling models identify not only that downtime may 
occur, but when and with what probability. Additionally, 
feature importance measures and related diagnostic aids 
point to the root cause of a modeled issue.

Cost effective, scalable, and flexible
No additional hardware requirements: derive more value from 
your existing operational data. Scalable across turbine types 
and across wind farms. Easily incorporate new data sets as 
they are made available.

Intuitive and actionable
User interfaces require minimal training and are designed to 
enable action on any asset. The user application is accessible 
from any modern browser on your computer or mobile 
device.

“This software significantly improves the way reactive maintenance is addressed, 
allowing for better forward planning of maintenance activities and significantly 
reducing maintenance costs.” – Area Manager, Offshore Wind Operator
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+0.5%
Increased production due 
to avoided downtime.

5-10%
Reduction in annual operations 
and maintenance costs.

The configurable fleet explorer dashboard, demonstrating a
consolidated view of operational KPIs, including model outputs
estimating time until critical events, measures of anomalous
behavior, and comparisons across turbines and wind farms.



Machine learning to optimize set point strategies, reduce 
operating costs, and improve system performance.

● Accurate modeling of cooling system operation, 
including hourly forecasts of electricity and 
water consumption.

● Economic optimization across chillers, cooling 
towers, pumps, and other asset classes to 
provide peak system performance for a given 
level of inputs.

● Summary views for a single asset, per cooling 
loop, over an entire facility, or across a property 
portfolio. This includes configurable Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and detailed 
tabular views.

● Easily export system data, including machine 
learning model outputs, via Excel, CSV, or 
programmatically via API.

Asset explorer dashboard, demonstrating a consolidated view of
operational KPIs, including recommended setpoints, system
efficiency, costs (as they are incurred), and total savings. This view
is configurable, and users can easily export any of the data to
summarize costs, savings, and system operation.

Key Benefits

Reliable forecasts and robust decision criteria
Predictive and prescriptive maintenance recommendations 
derived from all available BMS or PLC-level operating data.

New machine learning methods
Advanced Bayesian methods and component priors enable 
broad applicability across system configurations. Controls 
recommendations accessible via multiple methods (including 
direct control, in-application views, and email).

Cost effective, scalable, and flexible
Control recommendations can be delivered via an existing 
BMS, directly at an asset level, or as recommendations to a 
system operator. The solution can be deployed as a fully 
managed solution, or as part of a packaged equipment set.

Intuitive and actionable
User interfaces require minimal training and are designed to 
enable action on any asset or cooling system. The user 
application is accessible from any modern browser on your 
computer or mobile device.

“We’ve seen a meaningful reduction in our system costs. The setpoint 
recommendations are easy to interpret and implement. We’re looking forward to 
seeing how the system improves further over time.” – Facilities HVAC Engineer
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±1%
Energy and water use 
forecast accuracy

8-20%
Reduction in annual energy and 
water operating costs.

CASE STUDY

INDUSTRIAL COOLING SYSTEM 
CONTROLS OPTIMIZATION



Leveraging existing data sources to rapidly deliver 
new capabilities and analytics to the warfighter.

CASE STUDY

US MARINE CORPS LAV & MTVR 
MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY OPTIMIZATION 

● Comprehensive O&M histories for each S/N 
(including preventative and corrective 
maintenance, unit activity, and operating status)

● Automated data cleaning methods (including 
imputation) for quantifying asset activity 
(including engine hours and rounds fired)

● Accurate readiness forecasts (including failure 
events leading to deadline operating status) 
aggregated by any unit or TAMCN

● Mobilization planner to optimize Equipment 
Density List specification and Class IX block 
building 

● Depot-level logistics planner linking materiel 
posture to tactical unit activity

Key Benefits

Enables reliable forecasts and decision criteria
Predictive and prescriptive maintenance recommendations 
improve customer wait time, logistics response time, and 
readiness posture to maximize mission success.

Flexible Deployment
Technology prototyped on AWS GovCloud and deployable 
to any authorized cloud environment (for example, MCBOSS).  
Containerized architecture allows deployment via a robust 
continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipeline 
that can flexibly integrate with existing ERP and other 
enterprise systems.

Cost effective, scalable, and flexible
Avoids additional hardware or sensors, rapidly scalable to 
additional equipment, and designed to incorporate new data 
sets.

Intuitive and actionable
User interfaces require minimal training and are designed to 
enable action on any asset.

±1%
Parts Cost Forecast Error

90%
30 Day Readiness Forecast 
Accuracy

“Oh hell yes. When the MEU goes out, the Mobilization Planner provides the kind of 
data that the supply battalion needs. You have done in a short period of time what 
GCSS couldn’t do in a decade.” – U.S. Marine Corps Captain
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Asset explorer dashboard, demonstrating the cleaned and
consolidated data record for an example asset. Supports unit
commanders and maintenance managers to assess an asset's
operating and maintenance history, including comparisons to unit
and variant averages.
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